The NAS parallel benchmarks are a set of applications that embody the key computational and data-movement characteristics of typical pro- 
Integer Sort
Kernel IS is to perform 10 rankings of 223 (8388608) integer keys in the range [0, 219 • Workstations vary widely in their processing power and memory capabilities;
further, as general purpose systems, they are subject to external competition for resources.
• Even in dedicated clusters, various background activities by the operating system, filesystem, and network software diminish the guarantee of obtaining a constant level of resources.
• Shared media networks, two orders of magnitude lower in capacity than MPP interconnects, are the norm in most cluster environments. Further, these are subject to the same influences discussed above for "within host" resources.
• The most difficult aspect of the parallel implementation of this benchmark is that depending on the number of processors, near the bottom of the multigrid recursion there may be "too many" processors for the size of the vectors being worked on. A scheme where processors "leave" the computation at the lower levels of recursion and "rejoin" at the appropriate return point was implemented to overcome this obstacle. .,lt,JL,..
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-tt*-- The keys are equally distributed in the local memories of the parallel machine; that is, each processor is assigned the same number of keys (except for one processor which may have slightly fewer keys due to uneven division of N_o_ into 223). The values of only two keys are changed between iterations, but no knowledge gained about the sequence of the keys in one iteration may be used in the next.
As the range of key values is 16 times smaller than the number of keys, and because the keys are generated by the linear congruential recursion random number generator which tends to generate more numbers in the middle of its range, it can be expected that the key values will have an uneven distribution within the key range. There may be 0 of one number, and 100 or more of another number in the specified range. range of key values, and therefore where to begin assigning rank numbers. Each processor ranks approximately the same number of keys, give or take a small number due to a non-perfect breaking points in the distribution.
A simple bucket rank is used to rank the keys, using the bucket array. On conclusion of the bucket ranking, each processor communicates the appropriate portions of the rank and local_indexes array to the native processors.
The communication required in this distributed ranking algorithm is extreme.
Each processor sends key values and indexes for approximately (Nproco -1)/Nnro_ of its keys, and receives that many ranks and indexes back after the distributed ranking. This algorithm is clearly better suited to shared memory multiprocessors than distributed memory multicomputers.
It is expected that the computation-intensive code executes in very much less time than the communications code, to the extent that on a distributed memory machine this kernel essentially reduces to a communicationssystem benchmark.
In an attempt to reduce the communications volume in this application,
we also implemented a version of Kernel IS that avoids sending indexes as the expense of additional memory and processing.
4.5
Kernel FT
The Kernel FT solves the discrete form of the PDE The memory requirement for this problem size is 49 MB for each of the 8 processes.
Preliminary Experiments
In the previous section, we have described the parallelization aspects of the five NPB specificmachinesinvolved nor partitioning and schedulingoptimizations believed to be essentialfor efficient heterogeneous execution were incorporated. A few changes that do have an impact on performancewere incorporated, and theseare described later, but by and large, the structure of the PVM implementations are basedupon the correspondingIntel versionsdistributed by NAS.
Testbed Environments
The set of benchmark exercises discussed in this paper are unconventional, in the sense that they are not aimed at measuring performance of a specific machine, but 
Performance Results
In Results are shown in Table 5 -but exhibit rather disappointing performance, possibly indicating that even bandwidth-limited applications are unable to perform well under the unmodified PVM system.
Performance of Kernel CG

General Comments
The results presented in the previous subsection are mediocre at best. In particular, it has been evaluated on the platforms described in this paper, both using simple communications testing programs, as well as end-applications. 
